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Between now and the shipment of V3, Lotus is very vulnerable. The large sales
force they have doesnl help much, because they have lost cmdiblrdy and they
donl have much to show. Once V3 ships, if it supports a reasonable amount of
memory, they will be ~ble to talk about the benel’ds of 3d, database conneclJon
and a wide range of platforms (/M and othem that should ship soon after V3).
Even concepts h’ke LEAF and NOTES will help them once they get V3 shipped.
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Our industry is driven by "common sense’. Very few people In the inclustty can (
anaJy-ze produc~s and trends at the rea~ technical leveL, 99% of the people in
the industry rely on what they hear and they want to stay in line with what
everyone else is doing. In the fi~-I 6 months after 1-2-3 shipped, VisTcaJc
continued to outsell it dramaS:ally. It was only after the lnsidets had had their
six months that 1-2-3 became accepted. One year after 1-2-3 shipped, it was
common sense that it was dumb to buy Visicalc, and despite doing ~e
extended edition and running lots of ads and promoting the V’=don concept,
Visicorp never changed It - Lotus gotall the momentum. Lotus ~t the time had
almost no saJes force. The money they spent was focused on creating an
impression - for example, the $1m ad blitz that was sho~t I~ved ~d make its
I believe thal graphics interface and common interface will become Industry
common sense. However, the time it takes for this to happen could make a lot
of difference for our relative share of the apprK~tion business. It is too bad
Excel is beadng a lot of the burden of proving this by itself. Our brand message
sort of talks about this common sense, but it is a compEcated message.
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Excel is not viewed as a mainstream product, it is not viewed as gaining sham_
Lotus:s move in bund~ng ALWAYS should h~ve been a coup for us since it ~
acknowledges a key bener~ of our produ~ The promotion is short lived a~d V3
doesn’t have the features of ALWAYS- It is unlikely ALWAYS tm’li be able to run
on top of V3 because of size problems (likewise HAL). However, Excel d’K~nl
get much beneflL We have not been able to announce 2-3 corpor~ons eve~
month that are switching to Excel. We have not gotten any ~ticles that hmte
people talking about how Excel let them do new things. Given the enthu~asrn
our Mac base has for the product, I am amazed by this. We have not gotten
indu.~-t~, insiders to endorse the proposition that graphics interlace and common
interface w~l be standard and the sooner people move to them the be~ter..if a
reporter knew Compaq used Excel Internally and asked Compaq abopt, it I
doubt Comaq would deny it. If a reporter called the dght person at-gM~or Fon:l
and asked about standa~s, I assume we could get an answer that would be
good for us. if the spedarL~s are doing well, each one should be able to
generate one pub~dy ment~onable referral with a nice story per month. We
don’t have enough of the truly inside people pushing the product. Lots of
companies in the industry still don’t use Excel. Let’s announce which VADs use
it internalty and get them to write it up in their newsletters. We h,~ve to create an
impression every" month that the wodd is moving in the direction of ExceL
Another very importaz~t factor that w~ need to get working in our favor Is the
financial elements. First, lets remember the basic economics of a software
coml:~any, if Manzl sees sails f~l by 10~ on 1-2-3 this will cut his prof’d in half.
This is because he is running essenti~iy a fixed cost operation. H’~ COGS aze
less than 20% and that ts all he saves when sales go down - the rest conies out
of profit and he is already at about 12% after tax profR. We have succeeded In
getting him to bundle some products (Learn, Speedup, Always, v3 upgrade}
and hurt his COGS. We have not cut his sales or gotten him to be more
aggressive on price. We may have gotten him to spend marketing money. The
effect of cutting Lotus’s prof’~ in half would be significant. Fi~t of all, Manzt
would hesitate to him new people, he would hesitate 1o be aggressive on
spending. He Is very very profit odented and would feel the need to cut. He
might not cut employees at flint, since that really c~eates a negative spiral.
Second, the financial community would take immediate- notice. This would
generate lots and lots of PR. This profit drop combined with even minor
symptoms that Excel is responsible would lead to articles highlighting Excel. !
think Lotus’s financiaJ results me a key roadblock to recognition of Excel The
opinion o! the financial community has an incredibly strong effect on how a
company is viewed by buyers. ! think it Is strange but it is VERY true in our
industry.
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Everyone has heard we are open to ~reative ideas that can really make a
difference even if they cost money. HeTe’s a wild one that is only i~rtially
tho0ght through~ Take Excel and make It run under COW putting some
documentation on line - leave out charting. M~ke sure it has the same interlace
and runs welt on 8088 machines. Pay PC Magazine to Inse~t the ~kette of this
product In every issue. Tell people its °sha~ware" and if they like it ~ use it to
send us $95 which we w~31 take 100% of and send to our dealers 1o help them
market the full blown product. We encourage people to copy it. This would cost
something like $1 m - 3.S" d’~ks we would fiJlfiil or we could do the whole thing
by fulfillment, just spending the $1m to put in an 8 page Excel thing. Perhaps
the disk would be a "step through" demo thing and the 8ctual produ~ .WO~’I. d be
fulfilled. We tell people that this has the standard interface now and it {~ns on
~di machines and there is an easy upgrade p~th to the real thing. _The~ovelty of
the plan gives it high visibility. We might be the 10% Rvenue effect ~ven if
arenl thinking of the real Excel as a follow on. The negadve of this am:
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doesn’l promote graphics interface as much as we wo~ld like, 4} Someone
might think it’s rude. I like the imme~r~’y of it. I like the power to the people
aspecL ! like the boldness of it. Ph~3lipe would have to take notice if nobody
else d~d, s~nce it Impacts his segment a IoL It would have to be sold to retailers.
¯ Other ideas I have heard that are intereslJng are: a} referral program. If it could
be made to work it would be great. We d~l it with Mac to PC Excel, but tha~ was
very eady and a F~le strange, so I donl think we should view that as detinitive.
We could do a low cost referraJ program as part of our overall approach, b)
Free copies for certain people if they s~y they will use it, orTda] copies, c) We
pay for people to come in and help people convert, d) We pay for classes to
train people.
or memory ~ ~or pUTC~asOrs. I can~ ~hin~ how |o make th~;e wor~
I keep thinking there is something I am missing in the area of "the industry will
move to graphics and common Interface’. Excel realty does represent the
future. We haven~ got that message out at all. We have "partners" who are
willing to help us with this message, if we package it dght.
; My general feeling is that Lotus is really handing this one to us and we haven1
been creative enough or aggressive enough. I am very keen on doing
something
that
people
w$ take
notice of and give us cred’d forcreativity on
=’ between now
and
the time
V3 ships.
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